
How to Be Narstie: Big Narstie

Do you want to know the secret to becoming as Narstie as Big Narstie himself?
Look no further! In this article, we will explore the rise of the larger-than-life grime
artist and provide you with the ultimate guide on how to channel your inner
Narstie. Get ready to embrace the energy, style, and unique charm that has made
Big Narstie a household name in the UK music scene.

The Rise of Big Narstie
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Before diving into the steps to become Narstie, let's take a quick glimpse into the
journey that led Big Narstie to his current status as one of the most prominent
grime artists in the industry. Born Tyrone Lindo, Big Narstie emerged from the
underground grime scene in Brixton, London, with his charismatic personality and
raw talent that set him apart from the rest.
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Big Narstie's breakthrough moment came when he collaborated with Craig David
on the popular track "When the Bassline Drops." Since then, he has been
unstoppable, releasing hit singles, featuring in prominent music videos, and even
landing his own TV show - "The Big Narstie Show."

Step 1: Embrace the Confidence

To be Narstie, you need to ooze confidence. Big Narstie is known for his larger-
than-life presence and self-assured demeanor. Channel his energy by practicing
assertiveness and believing in your abilities.

Step onto the stage of life with your head held high, ready to take on any
challenge that comes your way. Remember, confidence is contagious!
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Step 2: Express Yourself with Grime Style

Grime music is not just about the beats and lyrics; it's also a lifestyle. To truly
embrace the Narstie culture, you need to express yourself through your unique
sense of style.

Step into the world of grime fashion by sporting oversized hoodies, baggy pants,
and vibrant, eye-catching accessories. Accessorize with chains, bold watches,
and even a grime-inspired hat to complete the look. Let your clothes speak
volumes about your attitude and passion for the genre.

Step 3: Learn the Art of Freestyling

One of Big Narstie's biggest strengths is his ability to improvise and captivate the
audience with his freestyle raps. To be Narstie, you must learn the art of
freestyling.

Start by practicing your lyrical flow and storytelling skills. Allow your rhymes to
reflect your personality and experiences. The more you practice, the more
confident you will become, enabling you to hold the stage and mesmerize the
crowd with your words.

Step 4: Engage with the Grime Community

Grime music thrives on the sense of community and collaboration. To be Narstie,
you need to immerse yourself in the grime scene.

Connect with fellow grime enthusiasts, attend local gigs, and join online forums
and social media groups dedicated to grime music. Engage in discussions, share
your favorite tracks, and stay up to date with the latest trends. By being an active
member of the community, you'll deepen your connection with the genre and the
people who share your passion.



Step 5: Embrace Your Unique Flair

Big Narstie has a unique personality that shines through his music and
performances. To be Narstie, you must embrace your own individual flair.

Whether it's through your lyrics, dance moves, or stage presence, find what
makes you stand out from the crowd. Embrace your quirks, tap into your personal
experiences, and let your authenticity shine through in everything you do.
Remember, authenticity is key to making a lasting impact.

In

Becoming Narstie is not just about imitating Big Narstie. It's about embracing the
confidence, style, and artistic expression that define the grime artist and applying
them to your own journey. By following the steps outlined in this article, you'll be
well on your way to embodying the Narstie spirit and making your mark in the
grime world.

So, go ahead and let your inner Narstie shine!
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Mans here to help you help yourself.
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Real talk. One thing you've got to know about advice: there are two types.
Sometimes the people who give the most advice to others are the last people you
should be listening to. They just love the sound of their own voice. No matter
what the problem is, they'll just say: 'Believe in yourself, you can do anything.'
And then ... well, then there's the kind of advice that's just the truth. That's the
sort of advice you might get from this book, and I'll warn you sometimes the truth
ain't pretty.

In these pages I'm gonna tell you some of my story and show you how you can
change yours: how to survive school, how to get a job, how to deal with family,
friends, love and PAIN. How to live your own life, not someone else's.
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